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ON THE SPOT
4  Looking glass decking
6  Tank Collective
6  Inspiration pavilion, Walldorf
7  Archiprix utopias 3: Spaces, Poetics and Voids
9  Reality check: Hotel, Helsinki
9  The EU City Manifesto
9  Nautical college, Delfzijl
10 New Town narratives 3: Misjudge the market
10 KamerMaker (NL) by DUS architects
11 Graffitti transformation, Brno
11 A New Vision of the Loft 2

START
12 Supermarket sweep, Pec pod Sněžkou
14 Last chance for a monumental flat, Amsterdam
15 Revitalizing masterplan, Villa Verucchio
16 Community arts centre, Tullamore

BEARINGS
18 Tagging the city

READY
20 Space oddity, Vitanje
23 Camouflaged commerce, Amiens
26 Social library, Vilnius
29 Art academy insertion, Riga
32 Landscape laboratory, Guimarães
35 Convenient living, Espoo

EUROVISION
38 Baukultur and space for experimentation in Germany

SECTION
50 Light performance

TOUR GUIDE
58 Post-industrial sentiments in Newcastle
61 HOME: Garage dwelling by Cristina Constantin and Cosmin Pavel, Bragadiru
62 OUT OF OBSCURITY: Museum of Contemporary Art in Belgrade
ON THE SPOT
4  Postmodern vigour
6  Purchasing Power and Spatial Consequences: A 21st Century
8  Tuning house, Cartagena
8  A cross-review of books by A10 correspondents
9  Kite boarding centre, Svenčelė
9  REALITY CHECK: Student housing, Paris
9  Temporary library, Plovdiv
10 ARCHIPRIX UTOPIAS 4: Eco-Village Wrocław
10 House, Montijo

START
12 Shipwreck island, Isola del Giglio
13 A Kunsthalle for all, Mannheim
14 Wood city, Helsinki

BEARINGS
16 Tetra brick pavilion

READY
18 Fitted law court offices, Venice
22 Prefab wooden house, Pedrezuela
24 A synagogue’s reappearance, Ulm
26 University building, Narva
30 Inhabited urban void, Porto
32 Chameleonic academy, Dilbeek
35 A Library baroque reminiscences, Lons-le-Saunier

EUROVISION
38 How architecture policy is readying Scotland for change

SECTION
50 Materials smarts

TOUR GUIDE
58 Discovering the new in Dublin
61 HOME: Townhouse by XTH-Berlin
62 OUT OF OBSCURITY: Satellite observation station, Szombathely
ON THE SPOT
4 Forthy-four floors
6 Young Architects Program, Rome / Istanbul
6 Book: Albania's Abandoned Bunkers
7 New Town narratives 4: Revived by historicization
7 Swimming pool, Herceg-Noví
8 Archiprix utopias 5: Durable eco-societies
9 George Square redesign, Glasgow
9 Magazine fact sheet: T-R-E-M-O-R-S
9 Bio-inspired façade, Lisbon
11 Update: Balancing buildings

START
12 Conference and education centre, Brno
14 Floating island pavilion, London
15 Urban redevelopment, Ghent
16 Environmentally friendly housing complex, Crissier

BEARINGS
18 Child's play
19 Exhibition: The National Style

READY
20 Modern Library, Seinäjoki
23 Housing art, Bolzano
26 Reimagined archive, Assen
29 Modernist cultural centre, Oostende
32 Natural heritage centre, Sabayés
34 Laboratory for the living arts, Brno

EUROVISION
38 Unpredictable, fascinating approaches to architecture in Russia

SECTION
50 Metal melange

TOUR GUIDE
58 Barcelona, a case study boomtown
62 OUT OF OBSCURITY: High-rise apartment blocks, Plac Grunwaldzki, Wrocław
ON THE SPOT
4 Masterpiece extended
6 Energy-conscious tree, Belgrade
6 Reality check: Cultural centre, Alicante
8 Spotlight on young Norwegian architects
9 Update: Parks in Berlin
10 Archiprix utopias 6: Sustainable China Urban 1.5
10 Book: Architecture Follows Nature
11 Fire shelter, Copenhagen
11 New Town narratives 5: Lost in translation

START
12 Motivational climbing centre, Sofia
14 Hybrid department store, Tartu
15 Public florinal, London
16 Mining town on the move, Kiruna

BEARINGS
18 Night train
19 Architecture in Gezi Park

READY
20 Child care as urban strategy, Selb
23 Tower house, Bucharest
25 Garden chapel, Edinburgh
28 Translucent Museum, Warsaw
31 Open cultural centre, Doetinchem
32 Baltic Film and Media School, Tallinn
35 Housing for seniors, Barcelona

EUROVISION
38 Turkish architects find their country at a crossroads

SECTION
50 Pushing the envelope

TOUR GUIDE
58 City in progress: Warsaw
61 Debut: Bitxo House by Lagula Arquitectes, Graugés
62 OUT OF OBSCURITY: Seaside resort, La Grande Motte
ON THE SPOT
4 Rising cultural centre
6 Powered urban object, Selinunte
6 DIY house app
6 Communal laundry, Noia
8 'New Vision of the Loft 2' competition winners
9 Update: Reductionist aesthetics
9 Cemetery, Induno Olona
10 Architecture Film Festival Rotterdam
10 New Town narratives 6: Milton Keynes calling
10 Swimming pool, Maastricht

START
12 Central library, Helsinki
14 Creative houseboat hub, Amsterdam
15 Kindergarten, Edinburgh
16 Reshaping volcanoes, Le Havre

BEARINGS
18 Self-build boathouse
18 Painting modern life
19 The section is not a cut

READY
20 Laboratory for arts and digital culture, Madrid
23 Yacht house, Foros
26 Action factory, Vienna
28 House in context, Locarno
30 Sculptural winery, Castelbuono
32 Stacked museum, Berlin
35 Residences solve parking problem, Belgrade

EUROVISION
38 How Ireland's openness strengthens 'island architecture'

SECTION
50 Glazed gimmicks

TOUR GUIDE
58 Envisioning the future, redefining the past, Lisbon
61 Home: Straw dome atelier by Createrra together with Gernot Minke
62 OUT OF OBSCURITY: Chiesa di San Giovanni Battista, Florence
ON THE SPOT
4 Mega market hall
6 FRIZZ23 baugruppe, Berlin
6 Urban university block, Vienna
6 Endless stairs, London Design Festival
8 Two Triennales: Beyond building
9 Magazine fact sheet: Strike
9 Master in Mediterranean environment, Split
9 Correction
9 Zero money house, Nijmegen
10 Book: Sustainist Design Guide
10 Panoramic lift, Valletta
10 Moviegoer 1: The Competition

START
12 Urban park as cultural engine, L'Aquila
12 Fashion brand facelift, Paris
14 Flexible ski lodge, Bjelašnica
16 Trusting uncertainly, Upplands Väsby

BEARINGS
18 Bus stop upgrade
18 Urban fieldwork
19 Hungarian Woodstock

READY
20 Campus hot spot, Rotterdam
23 Social spatial puzzle, Mallorca
26 Music and art school, Saldus
28 Porous market hall, Ghent
31 Sports hall and square, Krk
34 Plaited valley, Elche
36 Meandering facade, Sarajevo

EUROVISION
38 Reinventing the role of Slovene architecture

SECTION
50 Topical wood

TOUR GUIDE
58 The bowels of Naples
61 DEBUT: Town square by NFO, Crikvenica
62 OUT OF OBSCURITY: Boyana Residence, Sofia
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